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PREFACE

The Office of Economic Opportunity's 19.75 Census Update
Survey of Hawai.i not only provided valuable census-type data

, for the middle of the intereensal period but also made available
-unique information about many _aspects of the state's popula-

tion, information that has enabled us to do the analysis con-
. 'tained in this paper. We would like to thank James Dannemiller

and the people of Survey Marketing and Services, Inc., who
actually conducted the sUivey, for providing us with a com-
puter tape of the data and for assistance in using that tatie.
t the Population Institute, many individuals helped ill the
course of the preparation of the gaper, including Ruby Bussen,

' Victoria Ho, and Judith Tom (computei assistance), Mimi Paz
(secretarial work), Clyde Kanehiio (graphics), Maureen St.
Michel (word processing), Sandra Ward (editorial asiistance),
andtois Bender (final production). We hope that the quality
of this paper justifies the time and effort they have expended
on it. ...--

, . Honolulu .
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ABSTRACT In Hawaii, there is considerable debate concernitigiimmigra- -
fion and in-migration, the present anii likely future ethnic composition of
the state, and whether the various ethnic groups are moving towaid sociaL
and economic parity. Obtaining clear'arisWers to these questions is hindered
by the tatk of adequate data from the U.S. Census. With the use of a 1975
US. Office of Economic Opportunity Census Updatp Survey and other local
sources, however, we aid able to address the above concerns and speculate
on their likely implications for the future.

Our findings show that a'mong the local-born, the most ,notable recent
1

development has been the rise.of the Orientals (essentially Japanese and
Chinese) to equality with tPe haoles fessentially non-Portuguese and non-
Puerto Rican Cancasians) on some.social and economic indices and clear
superiority on others. In contrast, local-born Filipinas and members of other
groups remain disadvantage4 on all dinPensions used inthis study. Mainland-

.,

born haoles fronri.high unemployment but are characterized '
by niodesate income and high educational and occupational levels. Their
income and homeownership levels.appear to iniprove markedly with increas-
-iniduration of residence. MITI Asian immieants, recent arrivals are
characterized by occupational and inpome levels far lielow what wonld be
expected, given their educational levels. Longer residence appears to result
in gieatly improved income, but not occupational improvemept. However,
whereas inimigrant Orientals are initially disadvantaged comp'ared with
immigrant Filipinos on many indices, the long-term Oriental immigrants
hold a marked advantamover their Filipino counterParts on all'indices.
The paper offers cultuyal and historical explanations for these findings.

Differential birth and netnligration rates for the various ethnic groups
have resulted and will cOntinue to result in markedly different age distribd-
tions and rates of population growth. kprojection of the Hawaii population
to the year 2000 demonstrates slower than expected growth for the haole
population, a large increase in the proportion that is Filipino, an4 a large
drop in the Oriental share of the population. These changing proportions
suggest that the present dominanceof the Orientals in the state government
and local economy will come under increasing pressure.

c

hior to WOrld War II, Hawaii could be characterized as a multiracial
society ii(which the haoles1 (defined here as nowsPortugUese and

1 The term haole literally means "foreigner" in Hawaiian. In everyday usage,tit
generally refers to Caucasians, except that Puerto Ricans (most of whom came
soon after Spain ceded Puerto Rico to the United States in 1898) and .Portu-
guese, who were originally brought over as plantation workers and arc charac-
terized by,19jv socioeconomic status, are generally not considered to be haoles.

-
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Ethnicity, Birthplace, and Achievement: Hawaii,

non-Puerto Rican Caucasians) were doininant both politically and .

economically. In the.tumbltuous years following the war, several of the
local-bon% ,nonhaole gropps became politically dominant and acqpited
a considerably greater share.of economic power. The Japanese, Chi--
nese, and Koreans (whom we.will refer to collectivily as "Orientals",,
see below) became characterized by family incomes similar to,those
of haoles and well in excess of those of ihe other nOnhaole groups,2'
came to dominate in the state government,3 aria now own'most of the
locally controlled business firms in the state. In contrast, the Hawaiians .

and part-Hawaiians (collectively termed "Hawaiians" in this study;),
Filipinos, Portuguese, Puerto Ricans, mixed now-Hawaiiani, and pther

.smaller nonhaole groups have not achieved a strong voice in the state
gosithirnent and are chgracterited,by incomes well below those of 'the
haoles and Orientals. t.

The existing econbmic and political relationships may be threatened
by in-migration from thp United States mainland and by immigration
from abroad. Surveys qincoming passengers i.rom the mainland indi-
cate that some 270,000 ihtended residents moved to Hawaii between
1961.a.nd 197.5. (For yearly figures, see HaWaii, WO, 1976, tafple
1Z.) Perhaps 95 percent of these were Cauca'siaw Immigration, which
had been at relatively low levels since about sudtlenjy revived
after 1965 because of revisions in. the immigration law. Between 1966'
and 1975, some 60,000 legal immigrants moved to Hawaii, mostly
from Asia. The potential effect of these movements to the state can be

(measured by the fact that there were only about 730,600 nonmilitary-

2 A state survey taken in 1973 revealed median incomes among nondilitary fam-
ilies to be as follows: Chinese, $15,200; Korean, $14,400; Japanese, $14,300;
Caucasian, $14,100; Hawaiian and part-Hawaiian, $10,400; mixed non-
Hawaiian, $9,700; Filipino, $9,600; Puerto Rican, $7,600; and Samoan,
$6,900 (Hawaii, DOFI, 1974, table 16). A 1964-66 survey (4 Oahu indicated
the median POrtuguese flmily income to.be 40 percent below that of "otlier
caucasians" and 25 perfflnt below the county average (Hawaii, DPED, 1968,
tab e 13). See also our discussion Of income.

.
3 A survey,tiken in 1975 of all state employees except those in the Department

of Educatio4which operates all public schools) and the University of Hawaii
revealed that 51 percent of the employees.were Japanese and an additional 8

34. ercent were Chinese or Korean. It wis estimated that Japanese comprised 36
percent of the state civilian working force and that Koreans and Chinese to-

.. gether contributed 6 percent (Haas, 1975:1-5). A 1974 survey of employees
in the Department,of Education indicated that Orientals comprised 66 percent
of all teachers and 79 percent of all administrators (Kaser, 1974:A3).

A
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In tro du c tion 3

related reiidents'in Hawaii in 1975. (Hawaii, DPED, 1981: tabk 2).
(Although the total population was larger, some 865,000, about
135,000 of this number were military-related individuals; most mili-
tary-related individuals move out of Hawaii within five years of arrival
or birth.)

Movement to Hawaii is an important political issue,4 and the often
openly expressed racially based sentiments to limit movement into
Hawaii belie the image of the state as a place where persons of all races
are welcomed and treated equally. Notwithstanding the passions
aroused by theissue of newcomers in the Aloha State, there is a dearth
of solid infoimation concerning their numbers, characteristics, and

A effects on the econong. Our purpose in this paper is to investigate the
local-born and migrant popurations of Hawaii, addressing the follow-
ing questions:

il.Mhat are some of the population characteristics of the different
,ethnic gropps in Hawaii? Are ;ome groups growing more rapidly
Man gthers?

2. How do the ethnic groups fare in educational achievement, labor
forte participation and employment, occupation, income, and
home ownership? Among the migrants is there evidence that
longer residence'ip Hawaii leads to greater economic well-being?

3. What are theimplications of the answers to these questions for
Hawaii's fu tu re?

DATA LIMITATIONS

Unfortunately, published U.S. census data are, entirely inadequate for
addressing these questions. In the first place, members of the Armed
Forces and their dependents, who comprised about 15 percent of the
stat,e'S population in 1975, are not tabulated separately in regular cen-
sus reports. Their inclusion distorts many analyses; especially of the
Caucasian population. Second, because of inconsi e ies in tabulating

4 The 1979'83 state administration proposed several measures to limit the num-
ber of people moving to the state. The nature of these measures is beyond the
scope of this study; whai are relevant are the sometimes blatant "we versus
they" arguments used to support such measures and the apparent popularity of
the measures among the local:born:
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, results from different censuses ate not comparable.5 Further-
more, census practices in this regard do not correspond to how "race"
is generally defined in Hawaii. Last, data on characteristics are rarely
cross-classified by birthplace and, with the ex`ception of dfew tables,
on persons living elsewhere five years prior to the census, never by
number of years lived in Hawaii.

We have.attempted to surmount ithese obstacles by using the 1915
U.S. Office of EconomiC.Opportimity (0E0) Census Update Survey,
which sampled all of the state except for Kauai County, with only
35,000 inhabitants, br 4 percent of the state's population (Survey
and Marketing Services, Inc., 1976).6 The 0E0 survey collected data
on ethnicity in a manner consistent with'the general practices in
Hawaii, and asked each respondent how many years he or she had
lived in Hawaii.

We exclude military personnel and their dependents from our study,
as few can be regarded as permanent residents and most live on mili-

<

tary basps and are thus soniewhat isolateld frorn-the general population.
For purposes of analysis, "Orientals" are often classified as one group,
because Of cultural similarities among the "East Asians," whereas the
term "Asians" includes both Orientals and Filipinos. Filipinos are
usually perceived by both themselves and the Orientals, to be non-
Oriental, and as an ethnic group are clearly in the "hav not"

5 In 1960, for instance, except for part-Hawaiians, who were al classified as part-
Hawaiians, offspring of white and nonwhite parents were clas ified by the race
of the nonwhite parent, whereas in 1970 they were classified by the raqe of .

the father. In 1970, the category of part-Hawaiian was drop ed and many who
had been classified as part-Hawaiian in 1960 were reclassifie as non-Hawaiian
in 1970. In 1950, Puerto Ricans were enumerated as a separate nonwhite eth-
nic group, whereas in the 1960 and 1970 censuses they were counted as either
white or black. For estimates of the extent to which census reclassifications
affected indicated numbers by ethnic group in the 1960 and 1970 censuses,
see Wright (1979, appendix B).

Compounding the problem is the fact that state vital statisticirely on defini-
tions of race that correspond most cic6ely to the 1950 census definitions and
that have not changed to parallel changing census defiltions.

6 The survey volumes present the basic tabulations of the survey data. Data in
this paper are from a computer tape of the survey data. They represent esti-
mates of the population based on the Census Update Survey sample, which
covered about 5 percent of the areas surveyed. Kauai County was excluded
because a sample survey had been undertaken there a year earlier by another
organization. Unfortunately, the Kauai data are not comparable to those col-
lected in the Census Update Survey. However, the exclusion of Kauai has little
effect on the state characteristics as indicated by data from the other counties.

Os



, Data Limitations

socioeconomic category (Samuels, 1963; Hyams, 1968; Masucika,
1931). All other non-haole local-born ethnic groups are characterized
by a common low socioeconomic status-and are therefore classified to-
gether as "other" unless otherwise noted. We divide the non-Hawaii-
born into three groups, depending on whether they have lived in
Hawaii fewer than five years, five to ten years, or more than oten years.
Among those born elseWhere, the emphasis is on mainland-born haoles
and on foreign-born Asians, as those groups are dominant among mi-
grants to Hawaii.

As the Census Update Survey is a cross-sectional, point-in-time data
source, we cannot use it to draw firm conclusions about what has hap-
pened over time. However, we do have data about groups who have
lived in Hawaii for varying lengths of time since their arrival. This in-
formation can bevused'in two ways. First, for a characteristic, such as
education, that dOes not change significantly for most people after
arrival, we can compare the,characteristics of the early arrivals and re- -

cent artNals and conclude which group arrived with the background
more likely to foster-success. Second, for characteristics that are like&
to change over time and to reflect achievements in the new environ-
ment, such as job status and income, we can interpret some patterns
for different time-of-arrival grouPs as if they represent the experience
of one cohort as it moved through time. (Insofar as the earlier immi-
grants were less educationally prepared to be success Ifl, such interpre-
tation probably underestimates the gains possible over time.) Such
interpretations, although not entirely accurate, are probably justified
and are the best we can do With the available data.

There is a possibility that changes made in the U.S. immigration
laws in 1965 cloud our analysis. The changes affected the numbe7 of
immigrants admitted and preference categories. The effect of the for-

er change has been to increase greatly the number of immigrants
from AF: both to the United States as a whole and to Hawaii. The
effect u: the latter is harder to determine.

Until 1932, the great majority of immigrants to Hawaii were coming
for work in the plantation economy, and the employers tended to
select illiterate and poorly schooled individuals so that the immigrants
would not expect better employment opportunities or be likely to
demand better work conditions. After 1932, with the exception of
one group of Filipinos recruited for plantation labor (and for pur-
ported labor union busting) in 1946, there was not much immigration

5
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to Hawaii until the 1965 changes in the law. Then, ttiere began to be a
sizable proportion of educated professionals moving to Hawaii along
with the less well-educated, but this probably happened as much be-
cause the door to immigration from Asia was now open 'as because of
speci0c changes in the law. For example, because educational levels
have been rising in countries of origin, it is natural to find the educa-
tional level.of immigrants rising. Thus we findtmch higher educational:
achievements of recent migrants (those who had lived in Hawaii 0i-10

.years at the time cif Ale survey) compared with the educational levels
of earlierimmigrants. g,

-

FIN DINGS

Characteristics of Hawaii's population

Almost half of the civilian (nonmilitaiy:related) population of Hawaii
in 1975 was of Asian origin (Tables 1, 2). Some 18 percent were
classified as haoles and the balance were listed as "othdis.Z.7

The two factors that affect the ethnic composition of the state's
--Population and changes in its composition are migration and natural

increase. Effects of past levels of/migration and natural increase are
visible in the composition of the various ethnic groups by place of
bifth. In Hawaii, the Japanese, Chinese, and "others" are' overwhelm-,
ingly local-born, whereas approximately half 'of the Filipinos and
Koreans are foreign-born and seven-tenths of the haoles are mainland-.
born. Among pelsons 18 years of age and over, arr.e,xen greater pro-
portion (65 percent) of Filipinos are foreign-born and only 15 percent
of the haoles. are Hawaii-born (klata not shOwn).

Migration data show large numbers of people arriving from both
Asia and the U.S. mainland, With the latter dominating. Hawaii Visi-
tors Bureau data show the arrival of ,10,773 intended residents from
the mainland during the vars 1.970-74 (Hawaii, DPED, 198,1: table
27). Most did not remain in Hawaii, however;ithe Census Update Sur-
vey shows only about 37,500 haoles in 1975 who had lived in the state

7 These proportions are someWhat different than those found in the censils and
Other surveys, because of the different ways ordefinintand assigning ethnicity.
The exclusign of the militaryirelated individuals.results in a lower percentage
ghaolNihan usually recorded. A 1976 State Department of Health suriey
gave roug ly the same proportions as those from the Census Update Survey.
Among the Asians, Japanese dominated and Filipinos were the second most
numerous group.

12



TABLE 1 Civilian poNlation of Hawaii (excludins Kauai), by ethnicity, place of birth, and years in
Hawaii: 1975 -

Ethnic group Total

Total 695,000

14'aole 128,300

Total Asian 329,600

Chi nese 39,100

J apa nese cf/ 201 ,30Q

Korean 9,700

Filipino 79,400

Other 237,100 `,;-- 9,600 4,1300 -3300

Foreign-born,ty years in Hawaii

Total 0-4 5s-lt 11+ Total

90,500 27,000 24,500 37,900 114,100

9,300. 3,300 2,800 3,200 90,600

71,600 19,00 18,300 32,500
7,400 2,400 2,100 Z700 j

18,400 3,000 2,500 12,40Q
4,300 2,400 1,000 1,000

41,300 11,800 -12,700 16,400
4

U.S. mainland-born, by yeais in
Hawaii

7,700

1,100

4,900

400

1,200

0-4 5-10

44,600 37,100 32,100 481,200

37,500 2000 24,700 26,700

2,000 2,700 3,00Q 247,900

300 400 400 30,400

1,100 1,600 2,100 177,300

100 200 100 4,900

400 500 400 35,300

11+ Hawaii-born

2,200 15,800 5,100 6,100 4,400 206,600

"

NOTE: Figures in this and subsequentiables rAclude militaiy personnel and dependents, as well m the civilian population of Kauai, whkh had
abou t 35,000 civilian residents in 1975 Totals may not equal sums because of nonresponseto,..3ome questions, because of rounding, and
because persons born in U.S. posse-Aions are included only in the totals.'"Other" categoly includes 8,200 Hawaiians, 123,000 part-
Hawalians060,900 pf mixed ma-Hawaiian ancestry, 24,500 Portuguese, 5,800 Sampans, 4,000 Puerto Ricans, 1,900 blacks, 7,300 others,
and 1,400 wfiose ethnicity -was not stated.

SOURCE: 0E0 1975 Census Update Survey.
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TABLE 2 Percentage distribution of the civilian population of Hawaii, by ethnicity and place of
birth: 1975

Ethnic group

Distribution by etVil Distribution by place of birth 4

Total
Hawaii-
born

Mainlink_ Foreign-
born born Total

Hawaii-
born

Mainland- Foreign-
born ' born

Total 100 100 100
. .

100 100 69 17 ' ,13
Haole 18 6 .79 12 100 21 71 7

Total Asian 47 52 7 73 100 75 2 21
Chinese

tjapilfiese

6

29

6
,

37

1

4

9

11

1,00

100

78

88

3

2

19

6
Korean 1 1 * 9 100 51 4 44
Filipino 11 7 1 44 100 45 2 52

Other 34 43 14 15 100 87 7 4
irNOTE: See note in Table 1.

* Less than 0.5 permit.

14
41.

.4



Findings 9

fewer than five years. By way of contrast, U.S. Immigratiofi and
Naturalization data for the period of July 1, 1970, to June 30, 1971,
show more than 27,000 Asians (predominantly Filipinos) specifying
Hawaii as their intended place of residence (Hawaii, DPED, 1981:
table 29). The Census Update Survey found about 19,500 immigrant
Asians living in.the state.fewer than five years. Thus, even though in-
migrants from the mainland annually outnumber the immigrants from
Asia by'more than three to one, the relative contributions to popula-
tion growth through net migration are not so greatly different.

The other factor affecting growth and ethnic composition is natural
increase. Although mortality (about six per 1,000 in the general popu-
lation in 1975) does differ somewhat among the groups (Park, Gardner,
and Nordyke, 1979; Gardner, 1980), almost all of the differentials in
natural increase result from differentials in fertility. Haole civilian fer-
tility is quite low; in 1975 the crude birth rate was between 10 and 12
per 1,000, depending on whether both parents or only one was haole.
Japanese and Chinese fertility is similar to that of the haoles, and that
of the Koreans is slightly higher (about 15) only because of the in-
fluence of the foreign-horn Koreans. In pontrast, the crude birth rate
of "others" in 1975 was in the neighborhood of 30 per 1,000.and that
of the Filipinos about 25 (Nordyke, 1977).

The combined effects of migration and natural irfcrease point to a
decline in the Oriental share of the state's population in the future,
less growth of the haole population than is suggested by the flood of
intended residents from the mainland, and great groWth and a rising
share of the total population for the Filipinos and "others."

Age structure

One other demographic characteristic of Hawaii's population that is of
interest to us here is the age structure. The age structure of a popula-
tion is a product of Past migration and natural increase. It is importani
because of its effects on firtility and mortality ("old" populations
tend to have low birth rates and high death rates) and because of the
effects of age composition on the calculation of various averages for a
group, such as the average income. A summary measure, "median age,"
is used here as it is generally an accurate measure of the relative youth-'
fulness of a given population.

In Hawaii, the Chinese have the highest median age. They are fol-
lowed by other Orientals, Caucasirs, Filipinos, and "others" (Table 3).

1 5



TABLE 3 Median age of the civilian poplation of Hawaii, by ethnicity, place of birth, and, years in
Hawaii: 1975

Ethnic grpup Total
Foreign-born, by years in Hawaii

U.S. mainland-born-, by-years iri
Hawaii

Hawaii-bornTotal 0-4 5-.40 x-'11+.N.------Total 0-4 5-10 11+

Total

Haole
.
Total Asian

Chinese .

Japanese

Korean

Filipino

Other

r.,

28

31

34

38

36

35

28

22

39

39

42

37

52

35

39

22

25

28

26

25

27 .

30

25

19

31

36
,

32

3

34)

33

31

20

62

50

64

54

71

64 ,
63 .

40 <,

30

33

fi9
*
*
*
*

18

25

26

11

*
*
*
*

12

29

32

15

*
*
*
*

15

46

48

25

*
*
*
*

26

25

23

32

39

35

40

17

21

NOTE: See note in Table 1.
1* Number of people in this group too sall for meaningful calculations.

4 16
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k. Findings 11

Among the foreign-born, however, the pattern is somewhat flifferent,
reflectinistthe periods in which the largest numbeit (who wete mostly
young ddiats at the time of immigration) immigrated to Hawaii.
Foreign-born Japanese areby far the oldest, followed by the other
groups.oThose living in Hawaii the longest periods natually tend to be
the oldest:Among the l'ocal-born, median ages are radically different,
between 35 and 40 among the three Orrental populations but only 17
among the Filipinos. The high median ages of local-born Oriental
groups reflect low hix.th rates in the past 15 years. The relatively low
median age of tike hables refleas the presence of children born to in-
migrants, whereas the extremely low Filipino median results from a
moderately high birth rate as well as children born to immigrants. A
youthful population of "others" is the result of both a high birtfi rate
and the presence of children of interracial marriage who are classified
as "mixed."

We employ this information on age structure as well as other infor-
mation contained in this section as we examine other characteristics
of the various groups and the implications of those characteristics for
the 'future.

Educational attainment

Given the lack of Skills needed for plantation labor, it is misurprise
that most of the workers recruited from Asia for plantation work were
poorly eduated. The Oriental immigrants, however, were conceited
about the education of their offspring and routinely made sacrifices
for this purpose. As a result, the educational attainment of,Hawaii-
born Orientals of ages 25 and ovelis somewhat higher than that of t
general Hawaii-born nonhaole popuiation (Figure 1). Filipinos and
"others" lag well behind. Local-born haoles are characterized by edu-,
cational levels ahove those of the general population. In fact, the'past ,

dominance of the kamaaina (local-born)8 elite is in part explainable by
the partial monopoly they had on higher education before World War
11,9 and the continuing low economic status of the non-Oriental

8 Kamaaina in Hawaiian literally means "land child," that is, born in Hawaii. In
everyday usage, the term is used to distinguish the long-established haole and
other residents from the newer arrivals (malihinis).

9 Prior to the twentieth century, haoles generally sent thekhiIdrep to private
schools. "English Standard" schools, which required the passing of a test in
English proficiency, were established in 1924 to accommodate the growing
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FIGURE 1 Educational attainment of the civilian population of
Hawaii, by ethnicity, place of birth, and broad age
group: 1975
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)
, monhaole residents results in nart'from their generally low educational

attainments. '

Because the foreign-born Asians who have lived in Hawaii Cl74 and
i,-10 years have similar educational attainments, as have mainland-
born haoles, we have combined these groups into a single age eategctry
(O-1 p years) for anal3,sis. Figure 1 shows Oat *two-fift4of the recent
n-migrant haoles have completed at least four years Of-college, and

very few have not graduated fii,ifrhigh school. In contrast, almost two-
fifths of the recent Filipino immigrants have not finiihed grade school,
yet a fifth are college graduates. This bi-polar distribution ancong the
Filipinos reflects the fact that manY Fi ipinos currently.moving to .
Hawaii are relatives of poorly educated immigrarits already here, but a
significant proportion of the new immi ants are professionals.

The recent Oriental immigrants are r ther well educated in com-
parison with both theTeneral populati it and the Hawaii-born Orien-
tals. Whereas the educational attainments of the three noMmmigrant
Oriental groups are somewhat similar,,the immigrant Koreans and
Japanese are somewhat better educated than, the immigrant Chinese
(data not shown).

Whea comparing the educational level of the Asian immigrants in
Hawaii fewer than 11 years with that of the, earlier arrivals, one cannot
help but be)frTpressed by the greatly improved educational levels of
the recenfimthigrants. (Use of the concept of educational and ot).ier
"improvement" above refer; to higher levels of achievement Torbore
recent arrival groups and not to changes over time for a particular
group.) Even among the long-term immigrants, however, tte educa-
tional'advantage of the Orientals over the Filipinos is evident. Also
striking are the high educational levels of the long-term mainland-
born haoles. They are almost as well educated as the more recent
in-migrants, even though general educational levels have improved
greatly during the past few years. \,

In addition to data on all People over 25 years of age, Figure'l con-
tains information on individuals 25-29 years old to allow comparisons

\for the age group that is at a critical stage in the occupational Career.

number of haole children who could not attend private schools. The language
requirement effectively excluded most Asians from these "public" schools.
Only in the 1930s was the high school system expanded, in response to pres-
sure from the Roosevelt Administration. Previously, most nonwhites reachin
adulthood had no chance to attend high school.

3
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0

Young adult local-born Orientals (Lie a high level of educational at-
tainment,,similar to that of the recent haole in-migrants, and the edu-

'tational 4ttainment of the ii.ecent young.Oriental immigrants is about
as good: By contrast, a thir&of the young adult Filipino immigrants
have not completd 1 igh school. Young adUlt haole in-migrants are
characterized by ed ational levels similar to those of all adult haole

\
in-migrants and to those of the local-born Orientals 25-29.

Among the young Hawaii-born adults, it is evident that the haoles
have fallen bellind the Orientals in educational attainment and do not
seem to be significantly better educated than the local-born haoles in
Older agegroups. This apparent lack of upward educational niovement

'among the.local haolestias undoubtedly facilitated the economic rise
of the Orientals. The young adult local-born Filipinos lag tonsiderably
behind both the Orientals and the haoles; more than half have not pro-
gressed beyond high school. However, they are still much better edu-
cated than the local-born "others." When it is considered that the
large majority of the "others" categoryi.e., the Hawaiians and part-
Hawaiians, the Portuguese; Puerto Ricansjand most in the "mixed"
classificationhave local roots that extend back for at least three
generations, whereas most of the local-born Fili inos are offspring of
poorly-educated immigrants, it is apparent tha the educational levels
of Filipinos are rising more rapidly than those of the non-Oriental

\nonhaole groups.
'. In segking to explain.educational differentials in Hawaii, one findsa

wealth of literature pertaining to cultural values and their effects on
teducation and educational levels. Much of this literature, however, is

speculaVe and appears to lie based more on conventional wisdom
than on iigorous controlled studyjn citing literature on educational
levels that is germane to our findings, We must warn the reader of its
speculative nature and the possibility that we have ourselges uncon-

t,
sciously adopted some of the biases found in the literature.

Perhaps rnost difficult to explain is why the educational levels of
the young local-born haole adults have fallen behind those of their
Oriental counterparts. A partial answer lies in the high aspirations that
Oriental parents have for their children and their ability to control
their children's behavior in this regard.° Iir addition, changes in the

10 For an excellent discussion of how third-generation Japanese American
(sansei) parents control the aspirations and behavior of their children, see
Johnson (1944

2
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United States society that have led to a weakening of the work ethic
appear to have affected the local haoles more than the Orientals."
Lastly, there has been a disproportionate out-migration of well/
educated haoles to the mainland (Wright, 1979: chap. 4). Itay be
that if there were no out-migration, the educational levels of the local
haoles would be similar to those of the 'Orientals.
. In explaining the rathet low educational performance of the local-
born Filipinos, it is pertinent to note that around 80 percent of the
Filipino immigrants have come from the rural Ilocbs region, where' edu-

i-cational facilities are relatively few and may not be particularly con;
ducive to "getting ahead" (Lasinan et al., 1974). In addition, local-
born Filipinos tend to be peer-group oriented (Alcantara,.1973), and
teenage peers generally do not provide strong academic motivation.

All of the major groups in the "other" category are characterized
by a lack a einphasis on educational attainment; thus, the,poor show4::
ing among the local-born "others" is not surprising. Hawaiian teenagers
in particular are peer-oriented and tend to be unresponsive to iduit
authority represented by the school teacher.12 Most Portuguese immi-
grants came from impoverisehed Madeira and generally regarded one's
status in life as being fixed from generation to generation. Hence, edu-
cation was never stressed.13 This is reflected in educational levels well
below those of the Hawairansnd Filipinos (data not shown). Puerto
Ricans-who camdto Hawaii have been characterized by high indices of

11 Dispassionate scholarly evidence,is lacking for this assertion, but the senior
author, in conducting a 1975 study of out-migration that involved persons
graduating from a Hawaii high school in 1964, was imPrepsed by pe finding
that all of the local-born participants who could be considered part of the
"counter.culture" were haoles (Wright, 1979: chap. 10).

12 Of several scholarly articles on this subject, perhaps the best is by McNasser and
Hugo (1972).

13 Fuchs (1961:56-59) has written a poignant passage on the P6rtuguese, who
before World War II worked largely in plantation supervisory positions. Ap-
preciative of Iheir rise from abject povertrin Portugal, trusting in the haoles
to protect their intermediate status, and visualizing their place in life as being
static from generation to generation, they watched complacently as the sub-
servient Oriental plantation workers pushed their children to academic success.
Their reaction when the world changed greatly after World War H and the
Orientals suddenly surpassed them was to feel betrayed and to blame the Orien-
tals rather than the haoles. Many Hawaiians, who did not as a group stress edu-
cation, trusted the haole elite to award them political patronage and to keep
the Orientals subordinate. They too were relative losers in the tumultuous post-
war changes.

21
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social disorganization (e.g., crime and mental breakdown), as well as
placing a low valup on education (Brooks, 1948). It is difficult to
characterize the mixed non-Hawaiian category, but it appears that the
propernsity to intermarry (and heri e. producemixed offspring) is
inverSely related to occupational.status (Schmitt, 1965), and it may
be that a cultural conflict between parents may reduce their control
of the aspirations and behavior of their children.

In summary, among adults in Hawaii 25 years old and older, the
haoles are characterized by high educational attainment, the Orientals
are slightly above the overall state average, and the Filipinos and
Itbthers" fall significantly below the state average in educational at-
tainment. The recent immigrants are much better educated than those
who came before the changes in the immigration law in,1965, although
large numbers of Filipino immigrants continue to have less than a
grade school education. Haole in-migrants from the mainland are
characterized by high educational levels.

Among the persons 25-29, rapid educational "improvement"
among the local-born Orientals and the lack of a corresponding rise
a'mong the local haoles is evident. The young Orientals have the high-
est educational attainment of all local-born groups and are educa-
tionally about equal to the in-migrants from the mainland. Although
thelocal Filipinos lag behind the haoles and Orientals, their educa-
tional advantage over that of the long-term Filipino immigrants is
nevertheless impressive. Disturbing are the low educational levels
among the young adult, local-born non-Oriental nonhaoles, a fact that
has contributed to the shifting of economic and political power to the
Orientals. Young adult Oriental immigrants, by virtue of their educa-
tion, seem well equipped to compete for the more desired jobs, but
many of the youngiFilipino immigrants continue to be poorly edu-
cated.

Labor-force participation and employment

In this section only ages 18-64 are considered, as most persons be-
low the age of 18 are in school and most above the age of 64 are
rettd. We also treat the age groups 18-24 and 25-64 separately, as
ma y in the former group are attending college or handicapped by in-
experience in holding employment, and most females above age 25 are
married and many have children. We will not concern ourselves with
the labor-foice participation rates of males, since they are high and
similar among all groups of adults.

0
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Although the coit of living in Hawaii is nearly 20 percent 4,bove the
national average, wages for given jobs are generally somewhat below
the_natitmal average. This disparity has resulted in a very high labor-
force participation rate (LFPR) among both 'sexes in Hawaii. Accord-
ing toi the 1970 census, Hawaii ranked first and third in the propor-
tions of adult females and males, respectively, in the labor force. The
1970 cen'sus also revealed an unemployment rate that was third lowest
in the nation. However, unemployment in Hawaii began to rise after
the census and for some years was generally above the national average.

_Tills fact fueled a local debate concerning the economic merits of new-
comers to the state:

Among Hawail-born females, LFPRs are highest amcing the Orientals
and next highest for Filipinos (Table 4). The low rates for haoles and
"others" stand in sharp contrast to those of the Asians. Rates for
those 18-24 are.generally slightly highei than for thbse 25-64.

There are several reasons for the high LFPRs of thelocal-born Orien-
tal females. Tilde women tend to be well-educated, as we have seen,
and trained fof clerical ana professionaljobs; as teachers and dental
assistants, for example, that have traditionally been dominated by fe-
males. A strong desire for economic well-being (as well as cultural val-
ues conducive to economic success) characterizes the Oriental popula-
tion; in many cases both spouses work to achieve this goal. A low birth
rate and the proximity of grandparents to kook after children also fa-
cilitate the employment of married Oriental feinales. The issue of the
availability of grandparents to provide baby4tfing and its relation to
feniale labor force participation in Hawaii has received little attention
in research.

At the other extreme are the wiy low LFPRs oelocal-born Portu-
guese and Puerto,Rican fetnales'04 and 27 percent, respectiVely, in
the 252-64 age groupdata not shown). These rates appear to reflect
strongly ingrained attitudes that wives should be full-time horitemakers
and mothers. At least part of the rather low LFPRs for Hawaiian fe-
males (53 percent in the older group) may arise from a syndrome of
having illegitimate children as teenagers and thereafter becoming de-
pendent on welfare assistance. (See _Ryder, 1979, for an excellent dis-
cussion of the causes and consequences of this syndrome.) Also a
possible factor is the fear of many Hawaiian males that their wives
may "misbehave" in a job situation (Howard, 1971). Lastly, the com-
mon Hawaiian pattern of having many chyren and spacing them -

closely undoubtedly hinders participation in:the labor force; indeed,
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TABLE 4 Labor-force participation rates of females and unemployment rates of male and females;
by age, ethnicity, place of birth, and years in Hawaii: 1975

Group

female labor-force
participation rate

Unemployment rate

Ages 18-24 Ages 25-64
Ages 18-24 Ages 25-64 Male Female Male Female

Hawaii-born 65 60 13 14 4 6
.Orientals 71 68 11 7 1 3

Filipinos 63 64 11 17 2 4
Haoles 53 52 24 V 6 7

Others 57 50 14 18 6 7

Born elsewhere
In Hawaii 0-4 years

Foreign-born Orientals 53 53 *. 8 7 10
foreign-born Filipinos 74 58 17 20 6 11

Mainland-both haoles 72 56 15 12 5 15
In Hawaii 5-10 years

Foreign-born Orientals * 55 * * 10 12
Foreign-born Filipinos * 68 * * 2 8
Mainland-born haoles 67 62 17 22 7 6.

In Hawaii 11+ years
Foreign-born Orientals * 60 * * 0 3

Foreign-born Filipinos * 62 * * 0 3

Mainland-born haoles * 57 * * 4 7

NOTE: See note in Table 1. Laborforce participation rate is defined as all people in a given age and sex group working or seeking
work divided by total number of people in that group. The unemployment r4,te is defined as all persons in a given age and sex
group seeking work divided by total number of people in that group. 24* Sample size too small (fewer than 1,000 in expanded population) for accurate estimite.
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this practice affects the-Filipinos also and all of the major groups
included in "others" to at least some degree.

The low LFPR of local-born haole females is the most puzzling.
Perhaps part of it reflects attitudes derived in an era in which most
haole families, were well-to-do iithout the necessity of wives working.
Another possible factor is the tradition for well-off local-born haole
wives to be active in nonremunerative service organizations." How-
ever, these are only partial explanations at best, as most of the local-
born haoles are not part of the old elite. Another possibility is that
some of the Portuguese and Puerto Ricans (or those of Portuguese-
haole or Puerto-Rican-haole ancestry) chose "Caucasian except
Portuguese" identification on the Census Update Survey. The surveY
indicated LFPRs of only 34 and 27 percent, respectively, among
Portuguese and 'Puerto Rican females. Whatever the reasons for the
ethnic differentials among the local-bOrn, the female labor-force par-
ticipation patterns have certainly contributed to the economic rise of
the Orientals as asroup and to the continued economic disadvantage
of those classified as "others."

Among female young adult migrants to Hawaii, relatively high labor-
force participation rates characterize the Filipinos and the haoles, btr
not the Orientals. Among the older migrants, however, Filipinos tea
to have the highest rates. Among the older migrant Oriental- females,
particularly the Japanese, there is a clear pattern of increasing labor-
force participation with duration of residence. Only 38 percent of
Jajjanese females living,in Hawaii fewer than five years are in the labor
force, but this figure rises to 46 percent among those in the state five
to ten years and 59 percent among the long-term immigrants (data
not shown). fri Japan it is customary for females to leave the labor
force after marriage, and it appears that this cultural norm does not
change immediately after a move to Hawaii..However, economic
realities in Hawaii do appear eventually to produce a participation rate
not significantly different from those of the other Asian groups. The
LFPRs of both Filipinos and haoles rise and then fall with increasing
duration of residence; why this is the case is not clear but it may be
related to life-cycle variables not considered here.

Turning our attention to unemployment rates, we find that among

14 The predominance of familiar kamaaina names among the lienefactors, fund
raisers,' and other workers for such civic institutions as the Honolulu Acadfmy
of Arts and Honolulu Symphony Orchestra isi,triking.
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the general population the unemployment rate is much more severe
among thoSe between ages 18 and 24 than it is among older adults
and that females are more likely than males to be unemployed. Among
the Hawaii-born, the Orientals stand out Ly virtue of relatively low
unemployment, especially among the younger females and all adults
of ages 25.and over. Local-born Filipinos, except younger females,
also have much lower unemployment rates that the state average. In
contrast, unemployment is much higher among the local-born haoles
and other nod-Asians. The very high "employment rate aniong the
young adult haples is especially noteworthy. Although unemployment
rates in part reflect a differential willingness to take unattractive jobs,
they also constitute a measure of "connectiveness" in the local econ-
omy. Prior to World War II, when most employers were haoles who
favored hiring haoIes, the young haoles had employment advantages
over all others. With the partial shift of economic power to the Orien-
tals, the haoles have lost this advantage. As most employers are now
either Oriental or haole, and ethnicity or kinship is still a consideration
in the hiring practices of many small employers, the Filipinos and
"others" probably face the largest obstacles among locals entering the
job market.

Among all recent migrants of ages 18-24, the unemployment rates
are comparable to those of young adults in the general population.
Such is not the case among the older migrants. Here the newcomers,
especially the females, apparently face well-entryched competition
and suffer from the lack of local contacts. The particularly high un-
employment rate among the recently arrived haole females is note-
worthy because it is they who are most likely to complain of discrimi-

,
nation irildring.practices.15 Whereas the unemployment rate is Much
lower among Filihinos add haole females living in Hawaii five to ten
years than among their newlyja.rrivelcounterparts; the reverse is true
hmong the Orientals andAraciIe males. Why this should be thre,cas is
puzzling, as disadv.antages associated with nekorner status sibuld

-15 This topic is constantly discussed' but seldom written about. A newly arrived
haole woman wrote tothe "on-the-job" advisor in a local konolulu newspaper
to complain about job discrimination and was advised to take a more positive
attitude towar4 finding employment. The response from other outraged in-
migrant haole women who believed that they were victims of job discrimination
W23 overwhelming. Most employment complaints made to the Hawaii State
Fair Employment Agencrare by haoles; the second largest number is made by
blacks. (See Woo, 1975.)
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decline with duration of residence. We have already noted that most
"intended residents" from the mainland leave within a few years. One
would expect the unemployed to be disproportionately represented
among the out-migrants. One possibility is that social, not economic,
consideratiom stimulate most of the subsequent out-migration of the
haole 1iitmigrants.i6 Another possible explanation is that many of the
well-educated recent arrivals may initially accept employment well be-
low their training and capabilities, but some of these may later become
unemployed as they try to obtain employment more commensurate
with their backgrounds and-aspirations. The virtual absence of unem-
ployment among the-I:Ong-term Asian immigrant males, and the low
rates among the femdles, suggests the existence of values that enable
the immigrants to hold employment well, once the initial disadvantages
associated with their immigrant status are surmounted. In contrast, un-
employment, especially among females, remains a problem among the
long-term haole in-migrants.

In summary, local Oriental women are characterized by a very high
labor-force participation rate, whereas the opposite is true among local
haole afid "otheKwomen. LFPRs among the female Asian immigrants
and th haole in-migrants tend to be intermediate. Local-born Asians,
wheth4r Oriental or Filipino, are characterized by low unemployment;
the opposite is true of local-born haoles and "others." Unemployment
is high among recent arrivals of all groups, but declines among the
Filipinos with increasing duration of residence and is low among all
long-term Asian immigrants. In contrast, unemployment remains some-
thing of a problem among the long-term haole migrants. These rates of
labor-force participation and unemployment have direct consequences
for the incomes of the various groups, which we will examine below.

Occupation

In this section we are concerned with the occupational distribution
only of employedyersons of ages 25-64, because the occupations of
young adults, especially those in college and working part-time, are
oftin poor predictors of later occupations. Occupations are classified'
into broad groups, both because of sample size and because of the

16 Wright's (1979) study of out-migration from Hawaii revealed that almost all of
those local-born out-migrants who later returned to Hawaii did so for social
rather than economic reasons. There is a growing body of literature that sug-
gests that niost return migrants are.not "economic failures."
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similarities within these groups. Major attention is given to the cate-
gories "professionaljteRhnical/management," "clerical/sales," "Con-
struction," and '`Iervice:" The first category generally requires a
college edication, clerical jobs usually require at least a high school

remuneratijn in construction jobs is generally higher than
that in other blue-cliflar employment, and service jobs are character-
ized by minimal eddational requirements and low salaries.

In Hawaii, the most important Ind rapidly growing economic sector
is tourism. Most of the.jobs generated by tourism are in the low-paying

' service sector. The second most important economic sector, national
defense, has been stable in recent Years. Plantation agriculture, the
most important economic sea& prior to World War II, has dropped to
a distant third in importance. Although sugar and pineapple produc-
tion have remained fairly steady, the plantation labor force is only a
small fraction of prewar levels. Overall, the economy has been Nowing
rapidly, notwithstanding high unemployment levels throughout the
early 1970s.

These trends are reflectelkin the fact that in 1975 more than a fifth
of all employment (regardless of sex and age) was in the service sector,
nearly a quarter was in trade, and one-eleventh was in construction.
The share in constraction was almost double the national average. By
contrast, only 3 percent was in agriculture, and an additional 7 Epercent
was in manufacturing, mostly the processing of agricultural products
(Hawaii, DPED, 1976: table 142).

Occupational characteristics of adults 25-64 yeari of age are shown
in Table 5. Among the Hawaii-born males, the Orientals and haoles
have a similar occupational distribution, with a much greater concen-- tration in the "better" occupations than the Filipinos and ;Others."
More than half of the Koreans and Chinese males are in professional
occupations (data not shown). The local-born Filipino and "other"
males have high proportions in constniction and somewhat higher than
average proportions in service occupations. Among the Hawaii-born
females, the occupational structure is most advantageous among the
haoles, with the Oriental females lagging far behind. Again, the Fili-
pinos and "others" trail far behind the haoles and Orientals. These.
differentials are consistent with the earlier noted variations for educa,
tional attainment

Among those in Hawaii 0-4 years, there are sharp differences
among the three groups under consideration. A majority of both
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haole males and females are in professional occupations, and low pro-
portions of both are in service jobs. It seems clear that older mainland-
ers moving to Hawaii ht vetighly specialized occupational skills. In the
18-24 age group, however, 27 and 29 percent of the haole males and
females, respectively, are in service occupations (data not shown): This
finding seems to support the local stereotybe of the young mainlanders
who come to Hawaii to ertjoy the sun and the surf while supporting
themselves with service j9bs. , I

High proportions of OrieIrtal male immigrants living in Hawaii feirer
ihan five years are to be found in the professional and service oceUpa-
tions, but only a few in construction. In contrast, few of the Filipino
recent immigrant Males hold professional or clerical employment and
many are in the service and construction sectors. A plausible explana-
tion of ther patterns is that in Asia there is a tradition that the well-
educated are expected to shun "dirty" work suchls construction jobs.
Therefore, many/of the Orientals with high school education who can-
not find clerical employme ( opt for "clean" service jobs in preference
to more remunerative jobs

./
quiring hard physical labor. Filipinos,

- most of whom are poorly educated and from rural backgrounds, have
no such scruples about taking "dirty" jobs that pay well. According to
the Census Update Survey, among Oriental and Filipino males of ages
25-64, 81 and 42 percent, respectively, who had completed 12 years
of education and lived in Hawaii less than five years were employed in
service occupations. Also noteworthy is that Many immigrant Filipino
males are continuing tó come to the plantations. k

Among Asian immigrant females living in Hawaii fewer than five
D years, two-fifths of both the Filipinos and the Orientals are in service
, occupations. However, the remaining Oriental females are much more

likel; to be engaged in clerical employment than the Filipinos. That
among recent Oriental immigrants a much lower proportion of females
than of males are in professional employment undoubtedly reflects the
fact that most Asian brides of American servicemen are not college- ,
educated and that immigrant Oriental males moving as professionals
are often accompanied by wives who are considerably less well edu-
cated.

Among those in Hawaii five to ten years, the most striking feature
is the degree tO which the occupational characteristics of all groups
under consideration resemble those of their counterparts of fewer than
five years' residence. There are some differences, however4nqng the
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,
TABLE 5 Occupational distribution of employed memberk of the

years ifi Hawaii: 1975 . ,

.,

.
Group

Male

Profes-
sional/
tech-
nical/
mana-
gerial

Cler-
iéal/
sales

Ser-
vice

Con-
struc-
tion

?.-

All persons , .
36 11 10 .. 19

Hawaii-born
Oriental ,

39 15 6 18

- Filipino 18 11 11 27

Haole , 37 13 6 20
Others 22 7 12 26

' I n Hawaii.0-4 years
Foreign-born Orientals 48. 11 33 5

Foreign-born Filipinos 9 6 25
.6

3o.,,

Mainland-born haoles 56 13 11

In Hawaii 5-10 years
Foreign-born Orientals 41 15 26 7

Foreign:born Filipinos 11 5 24 ,,, 33

Mainland-born haoles 60 10 ,\' 11

In Hawaii 11+ years
\

,.

Foreign-born Orientals 39 11 -, 22 16

Foreign-born Filipinos °. 9 4 17 22

Mainland-born haoles . 62 10 8 7

.

NOTE: See note in Tablei. Sums may not equal 100 percent because of r.ounding.

a Includes proCessing, machine trades, bench work, and miscellaneous occupatiOns.

b Construction included in "other",category because fewer than 0.5 percent of all employed

c About two-thirds of this total are sgamstresses.

Oriental and; to a lesser extent, the Filippo females, there is evidence
of a strong movement out of service and intotlerical employment
withincreasing duration of residence. A small shift away from the
service occupations is also apparent among both Oriental and Filipino
males. Surprisingly, the proportioeof Orientals in Hawaii five to ten
years and working in professional occupations is lower than .among
those in Hawaii for fewer than five years, for both sexes. We voted
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civilian labor force, ages 25-64, by sex, ethnicity, place of birth, and

Female

Profes-
sional/
tech-

-Farm nical/ Cler- Farm

i

,
mana- jcal/ Ser.: ing/

f7ihiZil..0thee Total gerial "sales vice fishing Otherb Total

4, 20 100 30 42 17 1 10 100
,

3 19 100 30 42 17 1 10 . 100
6 28 100 22 45 19 4 9 99
3 21 100 45 36 13 o 6 100.
5 29 101 28 - 39 24 1 9 101

0 3 100 17 25 42 0 17 101
14 16 100 15 9 39 7 30' ' 100
3 11 100 53 28 12 0 3 96

r

2 10 101 10 45 27 0 18 100
13 18 100 14 20 A2 10 23 99
3 '1)1 , v 101 49 36 12 a 3 100

2 11 101 18 33 30 1 20 102
20 28 100 9 22 46 8 16 101

1 12 - 100 54 38 7 0 1 -100

females are in construction.

earlier that the educational levels of Asians in Hawaii 0-4 and 5-10
years are similar. It appears that immigrants who initially do not fmd
professional employment do not later do so either, perhaps because .

professional licensing requirements and other obstacles prove to be
insurmountable.

It should be kept in mind that migrants in Hawaii more than ten
years tend to be less well educated than the more recent arrivals. Thus,
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that more than thiee-fifths and five-ninths of the employed long-
term haole males and females, respectively, are in professional occupa-
tions is indicative of great success. (Or it may be that the nonprofes-
sionals are more likely to leave the state.) Many of the poorly educated
immigrant Asian females appear to have been stranded in the service
occupations, but movémeht out of the service occupations with time
seemS to be the case among the males. (As this is a cross-sectional
analysis, we cannot definitely state what typei ofjobs were held by
the migrants in the pait.) No fewer than a fifth of the long-term
Filipino male immigrants are in agriculture. The fact that similar pro-
portions of Oriental immigrants in the 5)0 year and I I+ year'dura-
tion groups are in professional employment shows that a much higher
proportion of the well educated in the latter group hold professiorol
jobs. Either the long-term immigrants arrived when entry requirements
for pkessional jobs were Iess:stringentfor newcomeis than they are
today, or upward mobility of the Well-educated immigrants eventually
takes place. Probably both factors are operative.

,
In summary, the Orientals and haoles tend to have the highest occu-

pational levels, the Filipinos and"others" trailing considerably behind.
But it is the in-migrant haoles who havc9he most advantageous occu-
pational structure. Notwithstandin,g theircomplaints of discrimination
against them in the local job market, haole in-migrants are doing very
well indeed: Higlr proportions of Oriental immigrants are in both the
professional and service occupations. High proportions of Filipino
immiirarits are in both service and agricultural jobs. ,

The tdurist inditstry is'highly dependent on the immigrants. The
ivailability of immigrants willing to take low-paying service jobs has
certainly fueled the economic grOwth of the state. Given the,reluc-
tance of the Hawaii-born to work on plantations, the continued arrival
of Filipinoshas also been an economic blessing in the agricultural sec-
tor. Whether the economic role of thehaole newcomers is positive or( not is more problematic,.as unemployment in the State is a continual

' proble'm and the structure of the economy favors the growth of iervice
rather than professional jobs. Given the high educational levels and
job aspirations of young-II:nal-born Oriental adults, it is evident that it
is they who are in strongest occupational competition with the in-
migrants from the mainland.

32 \_
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The most easily quantified measure of "success" is income firthis sec-
tion we examine the median Income of families and of employed males
and'females betWeen agesk25-and 64 (Table 6). Among the Hawaii-
born Orientals, tile median incomes of families headed bg Chinese,
Japanese, and Koreans are $20,700, $19,700, and $19,609, respec-
tively. Far behind are families headed by local haoles, and fAmily in-
cpmes among the local-born Filipinos and "others" lag even farther
behind. By ethnic group, the median family incomes for the Hawaii-
born "others" are as follows: Hawaiian, $14,600; fluxed non-Hawaiian,

TABLE 6 Median income of families and employed individuals by
ethnicity, place of birth, and years in Hawaii: 1.975

Group Familiesa .

Employed persons,
ages 25-64

Male - Female

All persons , $16,500 q $12,800 $6,600

Hawaii-born if
Oriental 19,900 13,500 7,600
Filipino 14,100 11,100 6,200
Haole 16,000 14,300 6,200

5 Other 13,800 12,000 6,100

In Hawaii 0-4 years
is

.

Foreign-born Oriental '. 7,900 7,600 4,300
Foreign-born Filipino 13,100 . 6,400 4,200 ..
Mainland-born haole 16,300 14,600 8,000

In Hawaii 5-10 years
Foreign-born Oriental ,13,700 11,200 6,200
Foreign-born Filipino 16,000 9,300 4,600
Mainland-born haole 19,100 16,000 '7,800

In Hawaii 11+ years
Foreign-born Oriental 11,800 13,900 5,900
Foreign-born Filipino 11;700 9,900 4,900
Mainland-born haole 21,000 17,100 7,800

NOTE: See note in Table 1. f
a Families headed by individiMnf the specified characteristic& \
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$12,800; Portuguese, $12,700; Samoan, $9,900; black, $9,800;
Puerto Rican, $9,600; and all others, $12,400. These differences re-
flect the combined effects of education, occupation, female labor
force participation, unemployment rates, and other factors discussed
below.

/\5 It is surprising that among families headed by *sons in Hawaii
fewer than five years, the Filipino immigrants appear to be doing al-
most as well as the local Filipinos and much better than the recent
'immigrant Oriental families, especially as much higher proportions of
the Orientals are in professional occupations. This finding is a function
of a higher family size Tor Filipinos, with more workers per familY (see
below).

Notwithstanding their concentration in professional employment,
recently arrived haoles whoilead families have a median income that is
slightly below the state median and close to the median or families
headed by Hawaii-born haoles. The median family incomes of Oriental
newcomers are far below those of local families with similar occupa:
tional and educational characteristics.

Among families headed by persons in Hawaii five to ten years
provement" in all groups, especially the Orientals, is evident. Families
headed by Filipino immigrants in Hawaii five to ten years appear to be
more affluent than those headed by local Filipinos, and families
headed by haoles are, on the average, almost as well-to-do financially
as those headed by local Orientals.

A'he apparent drop. in the family incomes of the Asian immigrants in
A

Hawaii 11 and more years results not only from their lower educa-
tional levels but also from their greater ageTrnost of the Oriental and
many of the Filipino family heads being retired. The median income
8f families headed .by ng-term haole migrants is the highest of any
of the groups discussed.

1-i'explainingincome differentials, it is important to note that the
median family income of a given group is 'heavily influenced by the
average number of working family members. Among the Asian gfoupg,
the Jaganese, Chinese, and Koceans on the one hand, and the Filipinos
op the other represent roughly opposite patterns. Among families
headed by immigrants in Hawaii fewer than five years, there is an aver-
age of 2.13 employed persons per Filipino family, compared with 1.02
per Japanese family (data not shown). This average increases to 2.40
among families headed by Filipinos in Hawaii five to ten years. In
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contrast, the average number of employed persons per local-hot-A
Japanese family is 1.94 but it is only,1.57 per local-born Filipino fam-
ily. Many of the Hawaii-born Japanese families contain children at-
tending college and working part-time. Were thesexhildren to live
away from home while attending college (a much more common pat-
tern among Caucasians on the mainland), the family incomes of the
Hawaii-born Japanese would be somewhat lower, as the children's
earnings would not be counted as family income. In addition, many
elderly Japanese parents live with their children. Were they to live
away and be counted as separate families, the mediari income of Jap-
anese families would be lower. In the case of the immigrant Filipinos,
there are many extended families containing seve,ral working adults
Who live in the same house. (See Lasmon et al., 1971, for a detailed
description of the common living arrangements of Filipino immigrants.)
This pattern increases family incomes even though individual incomes
may lie very low. In contrast, the average h6usehold headed by Hawaii-
born Filipinos is nuclear and; since most Hawaii-born Filipinos are .
young, unlikely to contain gainfully employed 'children. Irrespective of
migration status, haole families contain an average of fewer than 1.5
emploied members per household.

One other feature of the local Oriental population that contributes
to family income is the late average age at marriage. The singulate
mean age at marriage17 among the Hawaii-born Orientals,is 28 and 26
among the males and females, respectively (data not shown). It is two
years older than the average for Oriental immigrants and three to five
years older than tor all other groups considered here. This character-
istically late marriage among the Hawair-torn Orientals of both sexes
is conducive tc4 economic success, because late inarriagg reduces the
number of po*ntial children, facilitates (and results from) the gaining
of higher education and labor force experience, and increases the po-
tential'economic resources that can be brought to a marriage.

The above analysis illustrates thatefamily iddbmet are as much a
function of family structure and cultural valUes as they are of indi-

*vidual incomes.iji fact, the relationshipi between the various groups
under corisideration are substantially altered when the incomes of em-
ployed individuals.between the ages 25 and 64 are considered.

17 For a description of the technique for deriving the singulate mean age at mar
riage, see Hajnal (1951).

fr
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Employed Hewaii-born Oriental females earn much more, on the
average, than the Hawaii-born females in other groups. Among the
Hawaii-born males, the haoles rank first, followed closely by the Orien-
tals (alth9ugh the Koreans, with a.median of $14,700, rank slightly
ahead of the haoles); the Filipinos and "othets" lag well behind.

Among those born elsewhere; the most notable features are the
extremely low incomes of immigrants of both sexes, and the (appar-
ent) marked improvement in the income of males over time (apparent
becanse we do not know past incomes for individuals). In fact, the
median income of the long-term Oriental immigrant males is compara-
ble to that of their local-born counterparts,.and the long-term haole
male migrants have a median income that is 25 percent greater' than
the state average. Also apparent is an increasing differential in favor
of the immigrant Orientals, vis-à-vis their Filipino counterparts, with
increasing duration of residence in Hawaii.

Data on income within specific occupation-edantion groups (not
shown) dernonstratk that the income levels of the recent immigrants
are much lower tha either educational or occupational levels justify.
For example, the rifedian incomes of professionally employed Asian
immigrant males and females living in Hawaii fewer than five years
were 60 and 52 percent, respectively; of the state medians for all males
and females. Among the employed Asian in-migants with a college
degree, the medians were 54 percent of the state medians for males
and females; It appears that the living standards of the local residents
are being indirectly subsidized by the minimal salaries of the:recent
immigrants. In contrast, median incomes of both the male and female /
recent haole in-migrants are comparable to the state medians when
occupation and income aie controlled. However, whereas there is
marked improvement over time in the case of the males (possilily in,
part an artifact of selective out-migration), the same is not.true of the
females. Data fox the females show a small rise in the five-to-ten-year

,group but then a decline almost to the levels-of the zero-to-four-year
group when education and occupation are controlled.

Differgices between the haole in-migrants and Asian immigrants
again reflect the much greater obstacles faced bx the immigrants ot
only are the haole Aewcomers fluent in English andlnowled able
about procedures for finding a suitable job, but also many of tkeTarge '
firms (which generallrpay higher salaries than ihe smaller ones) are ,

mainland-based, andine in-migrants in some cases are at an advantage
.
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over local nonwhites in obtaining employment in them. For instance,
pidgin English, commOnly spoken by local-born nonwhites, is unlikelx
to make a' favorable impression on a prospective employef who has '
recently arrived from the mainland. A strong local norm against "show-
ing off" may also be a hindrance in a job interview if the prospective
employer valueS self-assertiveness. Undoubtedly, a large number of the .

male haole in-migrants were transferred to Hawaii by their companies'
of employment.

In summary, the median family and unrelated incomes show the
local Orientals and long-term in-migrant haoles to rank the highest.
Notable are the very low incomes of families headed by recent immi-
grant Orientals and the much higher incomes of the recent immigrant
Filipino families. When only employed persons of ages 25-64 are con-
sidered, however, a rather different picture emerges. Here, the in-
migrant haoles in Hawaii for many years are shown to rank economi-
cally well above even the local Orientals. The success enjoyed by long-
term immigrant Oriental males is reflected in a high median income.
By contrast, the low median incomes of recent Filipino.immigrants
and their slower imprOvement over time is also apparent. Low relative
median incomes among the Hawaii-born Filipinos and "others" reflect
a wide socioeconomic gulf between them 'and the more affluent haoles
and local Orientals.

Home ownership

Home ownership is discussed here because housing costs in Hawaii are
perhaps double the national average and well above those of any other
state except possibly Alaska. In 1979, the average single-family house
and condominium on Oahu sold for $145,800 and $93,500, respec-
tively, od costs were probably comp'arable on the Outer Islands
(Gomes1980).1b be able to purchase one's home represents both
financial success and protection against further runaway housing costs.

Among the civilian heads of households in the Census Update Sur-
vey, 58 percent owned or Were buying their homes, including 4 percent
in condominium arrangements. Because of the high costs of single-
famil)*, housing, much of the housing ipck being built today is in
multistory condominium projects. Notwithstanding the huge inflation
in housing costs, the proportion of families in owned housing has in-
creaser:I since 1970, a reflection-, of the willingness to make huge finan-
cial sacrifices to Obtain home ownership and with it a measure of
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financial security. The rate of home ownership varies greatly by ethnic
group and the number of years lived in Hawaii (Figure 2).

Whereas 77, 73, and 70 percent of housing units occupied by
Hawaii-born Chinese, Korean, qnd Japanese heads of households, re-
spectively, are owned or being purchased, the corresponding propor-
tions for housing units occupied by Hawaii-born haoles, Filipinos, and
"others" are 60, 47, and 53 percent, respectively. Again, it appears
that the local-born Orientals have surpassed the local-born haoles in
socioeconomic status, leaving the other groups far behind. The rela-
tively poor showing of the Hawaii-born Filipinos and "others" in

, regard to home ownership is disturbing, for home ownership is becom-
ing an increasingly difficult goal to react& in Hawaii.

Among.those in Hawaii fewer than five years, home ownership rates
are roughly a third of those of the Hawaii-born. It is noteworthy that
the ownership rate among Filipinos is more than double that of the
Orientals and comparable to that of the newly arrived haoles. The ex-
tended family pattern common among Filipino immigrants enables
Filipino families with several employed adults to pool their resources
and buy housing much more rapidly than the nucleated newcomer
Oriental and haole families that often contain only one working adult.

The greatly increased home ownership rate of those in Hawaii five
to ten years reflects the accumulation of capital and perhaps the lower
housing costs in the late 1960s. The relatively high rate of condomin-
ium ownership among the haoles confirms the popular impression that
many of the condominium projects appeal primarily to migrants from
the mainland. Reasons -why condominium owners are disproportion-
ately migrants from the mainland include the following: some of the
migrants are retired, others are childless by choice and do not want
to be burdened with the upkeep of yard space; many of the condo-
miniums are located near the ocean, which is an attraction for those
wishing to enjoy the "sun and surf"; condominium units are usually
cheaper than single-family housing; and most local families view con-
dominium living as contrary to the "island lifestyle."

Among the immigrants in Hawaii 11 years or more, home ownership
among the Orientals is higher than for the Filipinos, in part because
most Oriental immigrant families in Hawaii for many years have
achieved middle-class financial sthtus. Indeed, the ownership rate
exceeds that of all local-born groups with the exception of the
Orientals. Notwithstanding the relative wealth of long-term haole
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in-migrants, their owndship rate is well below that of the local
Orientals.

The relevant question here is why the local Orientals have been so
successful in purchasing their housing. Their financial success is only
a partial answer, because the equally successful haoles have much
lower rates of home own' ership. Another reason is that because of the
low birth rate among Orientals, many parents are able to help their
children to purchase a home. A common pattern in the Oriental popu-
lation is for a newly married couple to move in with one set of parents,
eventually take over ownership of the family house, and either build a
smaller adjoining unit for the Parents or find one for them nearby.
Furthermore, local Orientals through Anship or friendship conta s

can sometimes locate "bargains" on the housing market. The relative
success of the recent Filipino immigrants in pnr.99hasing homes is
largely a function of the pooling of resources -by a number of related
adults. But Hawaii-born children do not appear to be able to manipu-
late their resources in a manner that enables most of them torPurchase
their own housing.

SUMMARY AND FUTURE PROSPECTS

That the local-born Oriental popu1ationf1s achieved a remarkable
success and now appears to have a highe verall socioeconomic status
than even the formerly dominant local-born haoles Wevidenced by the
performances on all measures used here: 9 ç1ucational attainment, labor
force participation and employment, occu ational distribution, me-
dian income, and home ownership. Attributes that have contributed
to this success include a low birth rate, a great amount of parental
control over the aspirations and educational performance of their chil-
dren, a tremendous amount of cooperation between generations within
families (e.g., the grandparents care for the youngsters so that the
daughter can be gainfully employed, and the children contribute
generously to the financial and social well-being of the parents), a
strongly ingrained work ethic, and the transformation from being
"outsiders" to being very much the "in" group in local society.

Although the local-born haoles are "doing well" as a group, the
are slipping behind the local Orientals. They do not generally serve
the intergenerational cooperation so typical of the Orientals, tend to
marry at an eariker age, and do not,appear to have iiwintained the
work ethic to the same degree as the Orientals. In,addition, out-
migration is highest among the better-educated haoles.
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The changes that resulted in the overthrow of the haole oligopoly
after World War II have not greatly benefited the Filipinos, Hawaiians,
or other nonhaole and non-Oriental groups. Evidence for this is clear
in their standings on the earlier mentioned measures.0

Several trends threaten the newly achieved status of the local Orien--
tals. One is the low Oriental birth rate, which, although beneficial at
the family level, means that the proportion of Orientals in the Hawaii
population will decline in the future. The low birth rate was an ad-'
vantage when the adult Orientals were sufficiently numerous tO con-
trol the state government and simultaneously lavish more time and
money per child than the higher fertility ethnic groups. With the older
generation dying out and relatively fewer children reaching maturity,
however, and with the influx qf other ethnic groups from elsewhere,
the Oriental share of the electorate is declining. Because the state and
local governments are important sources of employment andxatron-
age, tending to intervene more in economic affairs than is the general
case on the mainland, loss of government control can have definite
negative.effects on the. Orientals.

The local,groups growing most rapidly by natural increase are the
"have-nots," many of whom have grievances against "Japanese politkal
control and the Orientals running everything."18 There is a sutiStantial
immigration from Asia. Many of the new arrivals are Oriental, but
more than half are Filipino, a group who in the past have gained negli-
gible political power in proportion to their numbers, epjoying little
cultural kinship with/the Orientals, and have specific economic griev-
ances. Furthermore, there is a large yearly volume ot in-migrants from
the mainland, although most do not settle permanently in Hawaii and
their political impact is diluted because many are Republican in a state
dominated by the Democratic Party.

Whereas the immigrants, especially Filipinos, pose no immediate
threat to the economic status of the local Orientals and in fact benefit
them by taking low-paying service jobs in the tourist economy in dis-
proportionate numbers, the haole newcomers are shown by the indices

"used to be highly educated and occupationally trained. Those who
stay for a long peiiod aven more fmancially-stkcessful, on the

18 As part of a survey on migration attitudes, Wright asked locallesidents to
discuss what they,believed to be the major problems facing Hawaii. Hawaiians
and Portuguese were most often emphatic in complaining about "Japanese" or
"Oriental" domination. See Wright (1979: chap. 13) for the results of the sur-
vey on perceptions of problems facing Hawaii in the future.
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average, than the local-efrientals. Another consideration is the possi-
bility of affirmative action, which has so far not affected Hawaii to an
appreciable degree because the various have-not groups are classified as
a single group with the more successful Asians and thus appear, in the
aggregate, to be of average status. (This possibility has probably re-
ceded, at least temporarily, under the present Administration in
Washington.)

What are the prospects for the future? Projection into the future is
risky at best because the underlying factors related to contemporary
populatiol changes are not constant. Nonetheless, a projection is
presented here to show what the ethnic distribution may be ithe
year 2000. In making this projection we have assumed that: (1) there
is a yearly net increase of 5,000 haoles from the population exchanges
with the mainland and abroad and this yearly number will not change;
(2) 80 percent of the Asian immigrants stay permanently in Hawaii
and the yearly volumeof Asian immigrants will remain at the same
level as during the 1970s; (3) the yearly loss of 0.5 percent to the
mainland among the local Orientals, Filipinos, and Hawaiians (re-
ported by Wright, 1979:118, for the period between the mid-1950s .

and the mid-1970s) will remain unchanged; and (4) the rate of natural
increase in 1975 for each ethnic grouP will remain unchanged. Under
these assumptions, the nonmilitary-related population of Hawaii will
increase from 730,600 in 1975 to 1,222,000 in the year 2000. If the
military component remains stable, the total population will be about
1,350,000. The proportion of Orientals will decline from 35.9 to
25.6 percent, whereas the proportion of haoles will increase from 1.8.6
to 23.7 percent, that of the Filipinos will increase from 13.8 to 19.4
percent, and the proportions of Hawaiians and "others" will remain
essentially unchanged.

Assuming that the net volume of haole migration is directly pro-
portional to the number orhaoles already here and keeping all other
assumptions constant produces a nonmilitary-related population of
1,301,000 in the year 2000. Percedages of this total by ethnic group
will be as follows: Caucasian, 28.3; Oriental, 23.8; Filipino, 18.5;
Hawaiian, 18.1; and "others," 11.3.

Although these figures belie the convnon notion that the haoles are
going to "take over" the state in the ne future, they do suggest that
the present dominance of local Orientals 'n the state government prob-
ably cannot last. Presumably fewer Orie als will be hired by the state
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government in the future. More encouraging, from the standpoint of
lin local Orientals, is that the haole population (which is mostly of
mainland origin) will not increase nearly as rapidly as the passenger
surveys suggest.

At least a partial redistribution of the benefits gained by the local
Orientals to the remaining have-nots is essential, if considerable inter-
group conflict in the future is to be a,oided. This adjustment is made
more difficult because of the in-migrationof well-trained kaoles who
de nd employment commensurate with their qualifications. Also
m4ing the task more difficult is that, whereas the local Orientals prior
to Wbrld War II already had social attitudes conducive to economic
success in the competitive American society, the same is not true of
the local-born have-nots in Hawaii.19 Problems of obtaining socioeso-
nomic equity are reflected in the Hawaii schools. Schools dominated
by Orientals and in-migrant Iraoles consistently rank highest on 'stan-
dardized tests, whereas those dominated by have-nots perform poorly,
and those dominated by ethnic Hawaiians score lowest. A casual read-
ing of the local newspaper reveals that almost all caLliege scholarships
are awarded to Orientals, or to haoles from private schools.2°.Judging
from the number of scholarships given to and musical awards won by
immigrant Orieniarchildren, it appears that the children of recent
Oriental immigrants will fare veiy well indeed. In contrast, the immi-
grant Filipino children do not appear to be faring well in the Hawaii
schools. Although it is common for the have-not parents to blame the
poor performance of their children on culturally insensitive Oriental
teachers who "favor, their own," a more basic problem appears to be

19 CultUral attributes among Hawaiians that are inimical to financial success are
the ubject of a study by Howard (1974). A discussion of the cultural attributes
of 1 cal Filipinos that stress "getting along" as opposed to "getting ahead" is
con ained in Alcantara (1973). Samasoni (1979) has writfen a perceptive study
of amoan cultural norms that result in severe adjustment problems in Hawaii.
Pro lems that have plagued the Puerto Ricans since their arrival in 1901 are
dea t with in Brooks (1948).

20 Ha aii contains the most extensive system of non-Catholic private scii-ool edu-
cat on to be found in any state. The capacity of these schools is Only a fraction
of the demand, which reflects widespread disillusionment with the public
school system. Since World War H, the Orientals have increasingly joined the
haoles in enrolling their children in private schools. Educators periodically warn
that a continuation of present trends could eventually result in the public
schools beaming the "dumping ground" for those without the fmancial means
to escape them.
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that the values of the have-lipts are not congruent with good academic,
performance, which in turn is strongly correlated with future pros-
pects.

Adjustments associated with a more equal distribution of political
and economic poWer will be difficult, and will undotibtedly be inter-
preted by many local Orientals as unfair, especially as they had to
endure decades of repression and to work extremely hard to achieve
their present status. PerhaAs making this task easier is a spirit of toler-
ance and fair play that is Much more characteristic of ethnic relations
in Hawaii than on the mainland. The image of Hawaii as a paradise of
goodwill and intergroup cooperation will in any case/be severely tested
in the years ahead.
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